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SFF AUCTION 2013

Celebrating 35 Years of Public Interest Fellowships
SFF Supporters

SFF thanks everyone who made monetary donations to this year’s Auction, continuing the tremendous support of SFF and public interest law at the University of Michigan Law School.
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Student Funded Fellowships Auction
University of Michigan Law School

Thursday, March 21, 2013
Hutchins Hall

7:00  Silent Auction Opens
8:00  Live Auction Begins
11:00 Live Auction Ends & Silent Auction Closes (estimated)

Participation in the Auction is subject to the Information, Notes, and Disclaimers on page 7 of this Program. Please read all information carefully before bidding.

Student Funded Fellowships would like to thank Alec Morgan for contributing his artwork for this year's program cover. Please visit http://alecmclanemorgan.blogspot.com/ to see more of his work.
The 2013 SFF Auction

Dean Evan Caminker.......Oz the Great and Powerful
Alyson Robbins...............Dorothy
Prof. Gil Seinfeld............The Scarecrow
Prof. John Pottow..........The Tin Man
Dean David Baum.............The Cowardly Lion
Toto..............................Himself

A word of explanation regarding this year's theme

On March 15, 2012, about an hour before the SFF Auction was scheduled to begin, a Category 3 tornado touched down in Dexter, MI, less than 10 miles from the Law School. The tornado carved a path seven miles long, damaging 68 houses, but fortunately no one was hurt.

At first, it seemed the Auction would be canceled. But the staff of the Law School and SFF's Volunteers were undaunted by the weather and soldiered on. Although we started late, the Auction ended up being one of the most successful in the history of SFF.

After that, it seemed natural to dedicate this year's Auction to the most famous tornado of all...
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Welcome to the 2013 Student Funded Fellowships Auction!

In 1991, the Law Quadrangle Notes highlighted the accomplishments of SFF since its founding in 1978. According to LQN, SFF had funded almost 300 students over its 13 years, and its primary fundraiser, Donate a Day’s Pay, had recently set national records by raising $42,000.

This year, as SFF celebrates its 35th birthday, it remains one of the most successful programs of its kind. Our DADP program still asks Michigan Law students to donate one day’s worth of summer firm pay, and it remains an excellent way for grant recipients to give back to SFF as their law school career progresses. SFF, however, is continuing to make improvements to better serve an ever-changing law school community. For example, this year we worked to build a stronger collaboration with the Organization of Public Interest Students and the Office of Public Service. We also solicited feedback from the entire student body for the first time and received hundreds of helpful responses.

We are grateful to all those students who participated in DADP and LSTAR this year — your efforts are critical to our ability to provide financial support to your public-interest minded classmates. Additionally, we want to thank the rest of the Michigan Law community that supported us in other ways. SFF is committed to supporting Michigan Law students pursuing public interest work and we rely on your continued generosity and enthusiasm.

SFF’s greatest success of the past 35 years is our Auction. It is now our best-known and most successful fundraiser. This year we are honored to once again partner with Wolverine State, a local Brewpub in Ann Arbor, which has generously agreed to donate the beer for tonight’s Auction. In addition, we want to thank Picasso, the folks who operate the K&E Café, for partnering with us for “round-up” days during the semester and for providing much of tonight’s food.

Each spring, the Auction brings together students, faculty, and alumni with exciting items for every taste and interest, from sky diving to gourmet meals, vacations to laser tag. Last year’s Auction alone, even in the face of a tornado, raised over $44,000, more money than the record-setting amount hailed by LQN in 1991. Due to the success of the Auction, DADP, and LSTAR, as well as generous support from the Michigan Law community, we were able to fund 56 students last summer. With your continued help and support, we hope to make the next 35 years as successful as the last 35.

Tonight we are showcasing some great new items and a few old favorites. Please remember to bid high and bid often. We are looking forward to a spectacular evening and hope this will be one of the best SFF Auctions ever. Please join us in supporting the Michigan Public Interest Community and in celebrating 35 years of public interest fellowships.

Sincerely,

Student Funded Fellowships Board, 2012-2013

Kelsey Breck           Liz Och
John Broderick        Adrian Ohmer
Mike Casner           Pearl Pickett
Ben Cavataro          Michael Schmale
Cynthia Cho           Kat Schoff
Aghogho Edevbie       Annie Shaughnessy
Caroline Flynn        Sarah Shubert
Blake Harrison        Josephine Tung
Cree Jones            Huilin Wang
Samantha Kirby        Ryan Watkins
Sarah Licht           Sara Winik
Samantha Marshall
March 21, 2013

Perhaps the most inspirational aspect of the legal profession is its unwavering public ethic, shaped by and experienced through the felt obligation to serve the interests of the public at large in addition to the interests of individual paying clients. The University of Michigan Law School has a longstanding history of encouraging its students to develop and maintain a sense of public spiritedness, and to incorporate a healthy respect for public values into their professional practices and daily lives well after they leave our magnificent halls.

It is critical that this ethic of public service be nurtured from the very beginning of a new lawyer’s exposure to the profession. And while the Clarence Darrows of our alumni family serve as wonderful role models, each new generation of students must find its own inspiration and connection to our profession’s public ideals. While the School can provide the kindling, in the end the fire must be lit from within.

That is why our Student Funded Fellowships program is such a valued and integral part of the Michigan community. The program is one of the oldest continuing vehicles through which Michigan students provide leadership to encourage each other in this enterprise. For over three decades, SFF has provided a forum in which students choosing high-paying summer jobs give a day’s pay (or more) to ensure that their classmates can spend the summer doing public interest work. Today, SFF has a broad-ranging set of creative fundraising programs to support this laudable goal.

The centerpiece of each year’s efforts is, of course, the SFF Auction. The Auction raises vast sums of money for a great cause. And it is loads of fun (there aren’t many other opportunities to pay to have your professors take you skydiving or cook you breakfast). I hope you will join me in supporting this year’s SFF Auction, as well as extending your support to other SFF activities throughout the year.

Sincerely,

Evan Caminker
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Payment Instructions

All items purchased during the Live Auction must be paid for, in full, the night of the Auction. Payment must be made by check or credit card (Visa, Mastercard, or American Express only); cash will not be accepted.

ALL BIDDING IS BINDING – ALL SALES ARE FINAL

All items will be available for pick-up Saturday, March 23, from 11 am to 2 pm and Monday, March 25, from 2:30 pm to 5 pm in the Lower Commons Media Room. Payment for Silent Auction items may be made at this time. No items will be available for pick-up the night of the Auction or at any times other than these listed above.

Proxy Bidding

Proxy bidding is available to alumni and faculty who cannot be present at the Auction. Please contact Sarah Shubert at sffauctionproxy@umich.edu for more information.

Notes & Disclaimers

Item information contained in this Program is accurate to the best of SFF’s knowledge, as of Program publication (March 13, 2013). The Addendum is considered part of this Program and should be consulted for any changes. The market value listed for any consumer item is the manufacturer’s suggested retail price. It is the bidder’s responsibility to take all steps he/she deems appropriate to determine condition and fitness of, and acquire any additional details of interest regarding, an item prior to bidding on it. Please note in particular that certain items with no listed expiration date may have an expiration date that was not provided to SFF in time for publication; interested bidders are encouraged to contact the vendor or donor prior to bidding if expiration is a concern.

• Bidder also acknowledges that certain items (including, but not limited to, event tickets, destinations, professional services, entertainment, meals, and experiences) are subject to performance by third parties, and that SFF shall bear no responsibility, financial or otherwise, should any such performance not meet the winning bidder’s expectations.
• Bidder bears sole responsibility for arranging performance of items upon receipt of third party contact information.
• Requests for refunds not based on material ambiguities in item descriptions will not be considered by SFF. Under no circumstances will SFF consider any requests for refunds after March 30, 2013, or seven days after receipt of item, whichever is later.

Dean’s Challenge Matching Donations:

Dean Evan Caminker and Professor Robert Hirshon challenge you to bid high on this year’s most exciting Live Auction items! Items marked with the Dean’s Challenge symbol are eligible for Dean’s Challenge Matching Donations. If a Dean’s Challenge item garners a winning bid at or exceeding the dollar amount listed with the item, a matching donation will be made to SFF in the amount of the winning bid. Dean Caminker will match winning bids on all Dean’s Challenge items until $11,000 has been pledged through this program.

On behalf of the entire Michigan Law School community, SFF warmly thanks Professor Robert Hirshon for the generous donation that makes this initiative possible, and for his commitment to students who pursue careers serving the public interest.
Live Auction

Live Auction items go to the individual(s) with the highest bid when the auctioneer closes bidding.

Winners should immediately proceed to the Live Auction payment table in 100 Hutchins Hall to pay for their item.

Emcee

Public Interest Director Alyson Robbins

Auctioneers

Professor Nicholas Bagley
Professor Len Niehoff
Professor John Pottow
Professor Eve Brensike Primus
Professor Gil Seinfeld
1. **See Where Your Beer Came From**  
*Dean's Challenge Matched at $200*
Because you want to relive your auction-night buzz.
- Tour of the Wolverine State brewery.
- Four 6-oz. pours, snacks, and chance to meet a brewer.
- For up to 8 people.
Donated by **Wolverine State Brewery**.

2. **Is This Consideration?**  
Buyer beware: you have to read every word!
- **Prof. J.J. White**'s four-volume UCC treatise.
  - Signed for you by the legend himself.
Donated by **Prof. J.J. White**.

3. **Silly Name, Epic Battle**  
*Dean's Challenge Matched at $700*
 Athletic prowess is optional.
- A game of whirlyball (bumpercars + lacrosse + basketball ... seriously ...) with **Profs. Nicholas Bagley, Julian Mortenson, and Vivek Sankaran**.
  - Win or lose, they buy the pizza!
  - For up to 7 students.

4. **He Ain’t Rotunda, He’s My Congressman!**  
*Dean's Challenge Matched at $700*
Let Representative Deutch convince you that, from way up here, Congress doesn’t look so dysfunctional!
- Representative Ted Deutch (FL-19, MLaw ’90) will personally lead you on a tour of the Capitol Dome, which is accessible only to members of the House and Senate.
- Take in the exclusive, breathtaking views from on high in the Capitol!
- For up to 7 students.
Donated by **Joshua Rogan** (MLaw ’05).

5. **There’s Nothing Trivial About Your Honor (Team I)**  
You may have flubbed that cold-call, but you can redeem yourself by correctly naming the capital of Bhutan.
- Compete in the Second Annual Knowledge Bowl.
- Two student teams of 5 will compete in a fast-paced trivia competition for the honor of facing off against the victorious faculty team.
- Reclaim the Knowledge Bowl crown from last year’s faculty champions!
- At The Necto nightclub on April 4, 2013.

6. **Live Like a Star . . . For a Week, Anyway**  
*Dean's Challenge Matched at $1500*
There’s a reason the Beach Boys sang about Manhattan Beach in “Surfin’ USA.” Come enjoy the sand, the sun, and the fun at this perfect summer getaway.
- One week at a 3 bed/2.5 bath luxury townhome in Manhattan Beach, CA, one of LA’s ritziest beach communities.
- Panoramic ocean views, 5-minute walk to the beach, 10-minute walk to downtown restaurants and shops.
- Sleeps 6 people comfortably.
- Available year-round. Must coordinate specific dates with donor.
Donated by 2L **Michael Schmale**.

7. **Taste Like You’ve Never Tasted Before**  
An evening this classy makes Downton Abbey look like Animal House.
- Enjoy a wine tasting led by sommelier **Matt Morgan**, the owner of Ann Arbor’s premier wine store, Morgan & York, followed by a four-course dinner prepared by Residential College professor and Culinary Institute of America-trained chef **Virginia Murphy**.
  - This elegant event, hosted by **Profs. Michael Barr** and **David Uhlmann**, will take place at the beautiful home of **Profs. Murphy** and **Uhlmann** in Burns Park.
  - For up to 6 students.
Donated by **Profs. Uhlmann, Murphy, and Barr**, and **Mr. Morgan**.
8. Curl Up with Your Prof's Team I: Hershovitz and Seinfeld
Some call it a game of skill. Some call it a game of strategy. Professor Seinfeld calls it "insane and almost implausibly stupid." Find out for yourself.
• Master curling with **Profs. Scott Hershovitz** and **Gil Seinfeld** at the Detroit Curling Club in Ferndale, MI.
• Compete against **Profs. John Pottow** and **J.J. Prescott** and their team for ice-shuffling glory!
• Each team is up to 6 students.

9. As If You Needed Another Reason to Visit Zingerman's
Eiffel had his tower. Pythagoras had his theorem. Now you can have your sandwich. Ah, sweet immortality.
• Meet with Zingerman's sandwich specialists to craft an original sandwich, which Zingerman's will name after you.
• If enough people buy it, it will become a permanent addition to their repertoire.
Donated by **Zingerman's Delicatessen**.

10. Find Your Inner Daredevil with Prof. Reimann
**Dean's Challenge Matched at $1000**
You probably shouldn't tell your mom until it's all over.
• Tandem skydiving with **Prof. Mathias Reimann** at Drop Zone in Tecumseh, MI.
• Season starts in April (depending on the weather).
• Max weight is 220 lbs.
• Filming your drop costs extra but you can pay on site.
• For up to 2 students.
Donated by **Prof. Reimann**.

11. Hit the Slopes
**Dean's Challenge Matched at $1500**
Don't like sand? Give fresh powder a try at one of California's preeminent resort areas.
• One week at a Lake Tahoe cabin.
• 15 minutes to Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows ski areas and walking distance to beautiful Lake Tahoe.
• Available throughout the year, including post-finals, post-bar, and spring break 2014.
• Must coordinate specific dates with donor.
• For up to 6 people.
Donated by **2L Colleen Fitzharris**.

12. Dinner with Chef Zearfoss
**Dean Sarah Zearfoss** claims her cooking is the only food her brother, who's a chef-prof at the Culinary Institute of America, will eat seconds of.
• Home cooked meal at **Dean Zearfoss's** home.
• Wine included.
• For up to 6 students.
Donated by **Dean Zearfoss**.

13. One Day Warrior Boot Camp with Coach Niehoff
**Dean's Challenge Matched at $1000**
The law can be full contact. Learn how to protect yourself.
• Late morning self-defense training from **Prof. Len Niehoff** himself.
• Lunch at a biker bar.
• Afternoon shooting lessons at a shooting range in Dexter.
• Topped off with scotch and cigars at The Chop House.
• For up to 2 students.
Donated by **Prof. Niehoff**.
14. **Start Practicing Your Rendition of Warren Zevon’s “Lawyers, Guns, and Money” Now**...

*Dean’s Challenge Matched at $1000*

It’s not just an evening of song. It’s an evening of dance. And so much more...
- Karaoke at Blue Karaoke with **Profs. John Pottow and Sonja Starr**.
- For up to 12 students.

Donated by **Profs. Pottow and Starr**.

15. **There’s Nothing Trivial About Your Honor (Team 11)**

You may have flubbed that cold-call, but you can redeem yourself by correctly naming the capital of Bhutan.
- Compete in the Second Annual Knowledge Bowl.
- Two student teams of 5 will compete in a fast-paced trivia competition for the honor of facing off against the victorious faculty team.
- Reclaim the Knowledge Bowl crown from last year’s faculty champions!
- At The Necto nightclub on April 4, 2013.

16. **Live Like a Big Kahuna in Kauai**

Kauai is the island celebrities prefer and we bet you’ll love it, too.
- Spend a sun-filled week (August 23-30, 2013) at the Wyndham Bali Hai Villas on the island of Kauai.
- 2-bedroom apartment with kitchen.
- Swim, hike, snorkel, and explore the island that was chosen as the filming location for *The Descendants*, *Jurassic Park*, *Pirates of the Caribbean*, and more!
- For up to 6 people.

Donated by **Prof. Douglas Kahn**.

17. **Curl Up with Your Profs Team 11: Pottow and Prescott**

Some call it a game of skill. Some call it a game of strategy. Professor Seinfeld calls it “insane and almost implausibly stupid.” Find out for yourself.
- Master curling with **Profs. John Pottow and J.J. Prescott** at the Detroit Curling Club in Ferndale, MI.
- Compete against **Profs. Scott Herschovitz and Gil Seinfeld** and their team for ice-shuffling glory!
- Each team is up to 6 students.

18. **Make the Legal Pilgrimage**

*Dean’s Challenge Matched at $1400*

Legend has it if you pluck a hair from Antonin Scalia’s scalp and place it under your pillow, you will be escorted from the building under armed guard. Don’t do that.
- Tour of the Supreme Court hosted by Michael Huston, law clerk to Chief Justice Roberts.
- Tour will include, among other things, the Justices’ conference room, the robing room, the library, the basketball court (“The Highest Court in the Land”), the gift shop (of course), and lunch.
- Can be redeemed any time between July 2013 and June 2014.
- On select dates between October 2013 and June 2014 the tour can include reserved seating for oral argument/opinion announcements.
- For up to 3 people.

Donated by **Michael Huston (MLaw ’11)**.

19. **Dynamite with a Laser Beam**

*Dean’s Challenge Matched at $2000*

Mild-mannered deans by day, hardboiled laser-wielding commandos by night. Yes, YOU could be the inspiration for Dean Caminker’s post-deanship sabbatical novel.
- Go laser-tagging with **Deans Evan Caminker and Sarah Zearfoss**.
- For up to 12 people.

Donated by **Deans Caminker and Zearfoss**.
Silent Auction

General Rules
Write clearly on the bid sheet so that you can be identified. Any bid for which the bidder’s name, contact information, or bid amount is not clearly legible may be disregarded.

The bidding will be closed by an SFF Board Member immediately following the end of the Live Auction. We will close down the silent auction in order of numbers (auction items in the 100’s will be closed about 10 minutes after the Live Auction ends, the 200’s a few minutes later, and so on until we are done). This process will be conducted as quickly as possible so please stay out of the way unless you are engaged in a bidding war. If a bidding war is underway when the closer arrives to pull the bid sheet, the closer will initiate Bidding War Procedures (see below). All decisions made by the closers are final.

Winning bidders will provide payment information at item pick-up on Saturday, March 23, from 11 am to 2 pm and Monday, March 25, from 2:30 pm to 5 pm in the Lower Commons Media Room.

Donors may be notified as to who won their items and how much the winner paid for the items. If you do not want your name or winning bid to be revealed, you must notify an SFF Board Member at the time of payment.

Bidding War Procedures
• The closer will pull the bid sheet for the item.
• The closer will then ask the participants of the bidding war to write their final bid on a Bidding War Slip.
• The person with the highest final bid is the winner. The winning bid is the amount on on the Bidding War Slip. The bidding is then closed. There is no opportunity to outbid at that point.
• The closer will write the winning bid on the bid sheet for that item and return to regular closing procedures.
101. Four to the Bar (I)
Do you love jazz? **Prof. Paul Falon** certainly does! Don’t miss this opportunity to take in one of Ann Arbor’s fabulous restaurants and to cap the night with some great music.
- **Prof. Falon** will take a group of up to 4 students to a performance by the Paul Keller Orchestra (or another jazz ensemble).
- Evening includes dinner at a local restaurant.
- Note: Cannot be redeemed on the same night as item #102.

102. Four to the Bar (II)
Do you love jazz? **Prof. Paul Falon** certainly does! Don’t miss this opportunity to take in one of Ann Arbor’s fabulous restaurants and to cap the night with some great music.
- **Prof. Falon** will take a group of up to 4 students to a performance by the Paul Keller Orchestra (or another jazz ensemble).
- Evening includes dinner at a local restaurant.
- Note: Cannot be redeemed on the same night as item #101.

103. Take Me Out to the Ballgame
It’s enough Americana to make Uncle Sam blush!
- **Dean David Baum** and **Prof. David Uhlmann** will take 4 students to a Detroit Tigers game.
- Includes dinner at Slows Bar BQ.
- Must be redeemed in spring or summer.

104. Night Out on the (Kerry)Town with Deans Baum and Gregory
Don’t know anything about wine but want to impress the managing partner who wines and dines you this summer? 
**Deans David Baum** and **Christine Gregory** can help you out!
- **Wine-tasting outing** with the deans at Everyday Wines in Kerrytown.
- Tasting will focus on grapes that are relatively unknown, including Fer Servadou, Cattarato, Pecorino, Refosco, and others.
- For up to 6 students.

106. Loved Transnat?
Because you’re one of those people who really did love Transnat. Or sushi. Either way.
- Sushi dinner with **Profs. Monica Hakimi** and **Julian Mortenson**.
- For up to 4 students.

107. Tacos, Tequila, and Team Schlangenstos
Because carnitas pair perfectly with civil rights. Or whatever. Tequila!
- Dinner with **Profs. Margo Schlaeger** and **Samuel Bagenstos** at the much-ballyhooed Isalita.
- For up to 4 students.

108. LAW 591: Vettorello Strikes Back
NEV’s key lime pie and chocolate-peanut butter bars are worth the price of admission alone.
- Dinner and a movie at **Prof. Nancy Vettorello’s** house.
- You pick the classic movie, she whips up a fabulous meal to match.
- For up to 4 students.

109. Saving the World, Starting with Italy
Who says public-interest lawyers can’t afford to go out to dinner? Enjoy a slight indulgence with **Public Interest Director Alyson Robbins** and **Prof. Debra Chopp**.
- Dinner with **Prof. Chopp** and **Director Robbins** at Mani Osteria.
- For up to 4 students.

110. Come All Ye Poolsharks
Prof. Rine’s love of Cambodia is outweighed only by his love of dominating students at the ancient Khmer game of pool.
- A night out with **Prof. Nicholas Rine** with any number of students at a pool bar.
- He’ll pick up the tab for the pool and the beer, you present the challenge.
- **Prof. Rine** will contribute a dollar per point to SFF if he loses a game.

111. A (Huron) River Runs Through It
It’s the contemplative man’s (or woman’s) recreation.
- **Prof. Paul Reingold** will provide a fly-fishing lesson for 2 students.
- Equipment, Zingerman’s sandwiches, and beer provided.
- Beginners welcome.
- Redeemable during the summer or fall.
FUN WITH FACULTY || SILENT AUCTION

112. Lose a Game of Chess
Any true lady or gentleman should know the difference between the Queen’s Gambit and an Indian Defense.
- Chess master Prof. Howard Bromberg offers either a lesson or game of chess over lunch at the Business School.

113. Closings and Cocktails
Vodka is an essential part of closing those tricky international transactions . . .
- Cocktail party hosted by Prof. Rachel Deming.
- Will include vodka, hors d’oeuvres, and Uzbek pilaf dinner.
- For up to 10 students.

114. Can You Say Bibimbap?
They’ve taught you statutory interpretation and the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Repay the favor and teach
Profs. Nicholas Bagley and Kristina Daugirdas the finer points of soju bombs.
- Dinner at Seoul Garden with Profs. Bagley and Daugirdas.
- Chopsticks optional.
- For up to 4 students.

115. Become a Spice Specialist!
How can you say “no” when your stomach says “YES!”?
- Includes a tour of an Indian grocery store.
- Learn the basics of both South and North Indian cooking.
- For up to 4 students.

116. Hit a Ball at a Professor! (He Hits Back.)
If Friedman’s not in a baggy sweater, you know it’s serious. Play (and lose) a match against him. It’ll still be fun.
- Play singles or doubles tennis against Prof. Richard Friedman (one of his kids will back him up so you can’t double up on him).
- For 1 or 2 students.

117. Know Your Surroundings
Because you’ve only seen Detroit in Robocop reruns.
- Join Profs. Martha Jones and Dana Thompson on a day-long tour of Detroit.
- Tour stops will include brunch, the Charles Wright Museum, the Heidelberg Project, the River Walk, Michigan Central Station, Belle Isle, the Motown Museum or anywhere else that strikes your fancy.
- For up to 3 students.

118. Bowling Extravaganza
Just like The Big Lebowski, but without all the weird parts.
- For up to 8 students.

119. Are You Smarter Than a Law Professor?
   (Team I – Logue)
Looking for a chance to outsmart a professor? Show off your wits to your study group! Now’s your chance.
- Trivia night at Conor O’Neill’s for 5 students and Prof. Kyle Logue.
- Match up against Prof. Daniel Crane’s team.
- Prof. Logue will cover the team’s buy-in and beer.
- Conor O’Neill’s has trivia on Monday nights – the teams and professors will agree upon a date.

120. Are You Smarter Than a Law Professor?
   (Team II – Crane)
Looking for a chance to outsmart a professor? Show off your wits to your study group! Now’s your chance.
- Trivia night at Conor O’Neill’s for 5 students and Prof. Daniel Crane.
- Match up against Prof. Kyle Logue’s team.
- Prof. Crane will cover the team’s buy-in and beer.
- Conor O’Neill’s has trivia on Monday nights – the teams and professors will agree upon a date.

121. Drive (or Putt) Your Way to Victory
Because a round of golf may be the best alternative resolution to your dispute.
- Join Profs. Allyn Kantor and Philip Frost for a round of golf at Radrick Farms.
- For up to 2 students.

122. Thought It Was Hard to Keep Up with Friedman in Class?
Let Friedman exercise your brain while you both exercise your legs.
- Prof. Richard Friedman will go on a run with 1 student.
- Up to 10 miles.

123. West’s Pearls of Wisdom
Now’s your chance to pick the brain of the incoming dean of Michigan Law.
- Join Dean Mark West for dinner at Black Pearl.
- Dean West will invite the faculty member/administrator of your choosing to join.
- For up to 4 students.
124. Ante up
It’s your last chance to ante up with Dean Evan Caminker before he’s no longer the Dean.
- Enjoy a poker night with Dean Caminker and Prof. Samuel Gross – they will stake each student $25.
- Must be redeemed before the end of 2013 school year.
- For up to 5 students.

125. General Awesomeness
The University of Michigan is like a small nation and these two have dealt with all the concerns this entails – from a major healthcare system and a $1.2 billion research enterprise to squirrely frat boys.
- Lunch at Mani Osteria with the current and former University of Michigan Vice President and General Counsel, Tim Lynch and Suellyn Scarnecchia.
- Hear the inside scoop from the top legal officers of one of the world’s largest research and education institutions.

126. It’s Miller Time (I)
Do you sometimes look up from your casebooks and pause to wonder, “How has humanity come to this?” Read Prof. Bill Miller’s provocative books. And then take a look in the mirror.
- Signed copy of Prof. Miller’s Disgust.

127. It’s Miller Time (II)
Do you sometimes look up from your casebooks and pause to wonder, “How has humanity come to this?” Read Prof. Bill Miller’s provocative books. And then take a look in the mirror.
- Signed copy of Prof. Miller’s Courage.

128. It’s Miller Time (III)
Do you sometimes look up from your casebooks and pause to wonder, “How has humanity come to this?” Read Prof. Bill Miller’s provocative books. And then take a look in the mirror.
- Signed copy of Prof. Miller’s Eye for an Eye.

129. It’s Miller Time (IV)
Do you sometimes look up from your casebooks and pause to wonder, “How has humanity come to this?” Read Prof. Bill Miller’s provocative books. And then take a look in the mirror.
- Signed copy of Prof. Miller’s Losing It.

130. Bollywood, Samosas, and Khanna — Oh, My!
Because the mini-seminar left you craving more.
- Prof. Vic Khanna will take up to 10 students to a Bollywood movie in Ann Arbor.
- Pre-movie plans TBD.

131. More Reading, Great . . .
A recent study said that failure to read boilerplate is the reason 9 out of 10 lawyers are let go. Don’t be that guy.
- Signed copy of Prof. Margaret Jane Radin’s, Boilerplate: The Fine Print, Vanishing Rights, and the Rule of Law.

132. Your guide to life?
You might have learned a thing or two from watching House of Cards, but this is the real deal.
- Personalized, signed copy of Prof. Don Herzog’s House­hold Politics.

133. Want to be more “Cunning”?
If you liked the professor, you’ll love the book. Autographed by the man himself, Prof. Don Herzog’s “erudite style” and “barbed humor” examine what it means to be cunning – a skill any law student or lawyer could use a little more of.
- Signed copy of Prof. Herzog’s Cunning.

134. The Story of a Pioneering Female Criminal Defense Attorney
Read the firsthand account of the first woman in the nation to serve as lead attorney on a death-penalty case. Follow Prof. Andrea Lyon’s fight – not only for the lives of her clients – but also for her rightful place in the courtroom.
- Signed copy of Angel of Death Row: My Life as a Death Penalty Defense Lawyer.

135. Autograph Hound
Sure, anyone can get a Property textbook, but how many people can get copy autographed by the author? Just you, that’s how many.
- Personally autographed copy of Prof. Jim Krier’s Property.

136. Go Mano-a-Mani with Prof. Seinfeld
Let Prof. Gil Seinfeld regale you with tales of clerking for Justice Scalia while he treats you to dinner at one of Ann Arbor’s finest restaurants.
- Prof. Seinfeld will take up to 3 students to dinner at Mani Osteria.

137. Best Auction. Item. EVER.
Sure, she sent you that admission letter. But can you ever be sure it wasn’t a mistake?
- Dean Sarah Zearfoss has donated a 13” MacBook Air case and keyboard cover.
- It’s pink.
- And she’s going to personalize it with your name and the following: “I was drunk when I admitted you.”
- As if that wasn’t enough, it will come bubble-wrapped.
Student Funded Fellowships would like to thank Picasso Restaurant Group and Wolverine State Brewery for their generosity and support, without which tonight's auction would be impossible.
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201. Your Little Piece of Supreme Court History
Maybe she'll rub off on you?
- A signed copy of Justice Sonia Sotomayor's autobiography, *My Beloved World*.
Donated by alum Allison Levy (MLaw '04).

202. Remember Your 2nd Favorite Place in A2
Remember when the Law Quad wasn't surrounded by sweaty jack-hammering construction workers? Relive the less-sexy days of Michigan Law with this beautiful photo print.
- 11"x14" black-and-white photo print of the Law Quad.
Donated by Dan Yao.

203. Nothing Says Hire Me Like Personal Stationery
Grades suck? No extracurricular activities? Terrible social skills? Well, it looks like your best chance for employment is to buy this awesome stationery and pray a genuine handwritten note gets you the job.
- Personalized stationery set (includes notecards, notepad, desk pad and foldover notecards).
- $150 value.
Donated by alum Kalyn Johnson Chandler (MLaw '96).

204. Gift Basket of Eden
Looking for something to get for the hippie who has everything? This gift basket from Eden Foods is the perfect complement to Birkenstocks, hemp products, and patchouli perfume.
- Gift basket with sample-sized packets of Eden Foods dried fruits and nuts.
- $45 value.
Donated by Eden Foods.

205. Special Sauce (and Gift Basket)
When they're not making hilarious commercials, the good folks at Buffalo Wild Wings also make ... chicken wings! So can you with these signature sauces, and if you're still hungry afterwards use the gift certificate to buy the real thing!
- Gift basket with 3 sauces and a $50 gift certificate.
Donated by Buffalo Wild Wings.

206. Snacks for the Fair Trade Aficionado
Being a responsible consumer sure makes a shopper hungry! Be well-satiated while procuring all your fair trade artisanal goods at Ann Arbor's own Ten Thousand Villages.
- Better Made Snack Foods 15-bag sampler with commemorative tin.
- $25 Ten Thousand Villages gift card.
Donated by Better Made Snack Foods and Ten Thousand Villages.

207. Signed Red Wings Jersey and Photo
Be the envy of Hocketytown.
- Red Wings jersey signed by #40 Henrik Zetterberg
- Photo signed by #35 Jimmy Howard.
Donated by the NHL and 2L Jillian Rothman.

208. So Cute You'll Flip
You'll love browsing these cute and craftsy accents that are sure to brighten up your home.
- $25 gift certificate and bug pin from Carol Roeda Studios.
Donated by Carol Roeda Studios.

209. Kindle Fire HD
Don't like talking to other people at airports or while waiting for the bus? Just load this up with your favorite movies and shows and never be bothered with human interaction again.
- Access to over 23 million movies, TV shows, songs, magazine, audiobooks, games and apps in high definition.
- Reduced screen glare for increased usability and high-quality Dolby Audio.
- $200 value.
Donated by Schulte, Roth & Zabel LLP.

210. Another Kindle Fire HD
Physical books are for your grandmother. Step into the 21st century, nerd. Those Danielle Steel ebooks aren't going to read themselves.
- Kindle Fire HD.
- $200 value.
Donated by Varnum LLP.

211. iPod Nano
Thinking about replacing that Zune? Curious about what the 21st century is like? Get yourself an iPod already.
- 16 GB (PRODUCT)RED special edition iPod nano.
Donated by Latham & Watkins LLP.

212. iPad Mini
Size doesn't matter. Smaller is better. Mini is cool. Whatever the reason, you know you want to look cooler than that loser with a normal-sized iPad.
- iPad ... Mini.
- $330 value.
Donated by Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP.
213. iPad 3
Skip the bourgeois iPad 4 and exert your individualism with this iPad 3! Ray-Ban glasses sold separately.
• 16 GB.
• $499 value.
Donated by Chapman & Cutler LLP.

214. “Save Michigan” Print
Join arms, comrades, the proletariat have nothing to lose but their chains! The Mitten State needs you (to own this print and show your dedication to the local economy). Rise up against oppression!
• Beautiful full-color print of “Save Michigan, Buy Local” by local graphic designer Amanda Jane Jones.
Donated by 3L Cree Jones.

215. Brews on Brews on Brews!
Take a break from your usual beer-flavored water (I’m looking at you, Natty Light), and get fancy drunk on these fine home­brews. Remember, pinky out.
• With seven years’ brewing experience between them, 3Ls John Broderick and Chris Eaton will deliver one case of assorted homebrewed beer.
• Beers can include espresso stout, IPA, red rye ale, or others.
• Must be redeemed by May 2013.
Donated by 3Ls John Broderick and Chris Eaton.

216. Oil and Vinegar
This place has the 1%’s seal of approval. Go ahead and indulge.
• $20 gift card to Fustini’s, purveyor of high-end oils and vinegars.
Donated by Fustini’s Oils and Vinegars.

217. Main Street Chic
You can’t wear that beat-up UMich gear forever, or at least not if you want a job.
• $75 gift certificate to Ayla & Co., high-end fashion boutique.
Donated by Ayla & Co.

218. Oil Love You Forever
Both Zingerman’s and 3L Caroline Flynn claim Hillstone’s products are the best-tasting and highest-quality oils to come out of northern California. Trust Zingerman’s, bid with confidence.
• Three bottles of Hillstone Olive Oil: Arbequina, Arbequina Koroneiki, and Mission Fig Vinegar.
Donated by 3L Caroline Flynn and Hillstone Olive Oil.

219. A Great View of the Big House
See what things used to be like back in the day.
• Framed aerial photograph of the Big House before the renovation.
Donated by Great Lakes Team Apparel.

220. Not Just a City in Saskatchewan
Grab these items from Michigan’s Outdoor Recreation specialist!
• 2 T-shirts and 2 Camelback water bottles from Moosejaw.
Donated by Moosejaw.
301. You Can Look AND Touch!
Your family still loves you, even though law school hasn't turned you into Parent of the Year. A little quality time now will buy you a lot of patience when you neglect them through yet another finals month.
- $42 value.
- Afternoon Delight gift certificate for Sunday Brunch for 2.
Donated by Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum and Afternoon Delight.

302. Make These Tickets Disappear
A magician may never tell his secrets, but a museum can. Learn the wonders of the greats, like Houdini and Blackstone (but probably not “G.O.B.” Bluth).
- Four tickets to the American Museum of Magic, the country's largest collection of magic memorabilia.
- Located in Marshall, MI, an hour's drive from Ann Arbor.
- Passes must be used within a year from the auction date.
Donated by 2L Katherine Carlton.

303. Need for Speed?
The genuine NASCAR experience — side effects may include an overwhelming desire to move to a red state.
- Eight-lap racecar racing experience at Michigan International Speedway in Brooklyn, MI.
- Either a driving or ride-along experience.
- For 1 person.
- Must be redeemed by October 20, 2013.
- Visit racewithrusty.com for more information.
Donated by Prof. Timothy Pinto.

304. Not-so Selfless Service
"Seva" is Sanskrit for service which is performed without any expectation of result or reward for the person performing it. But after a hard night donating to the public service, you deserve a reward.
- $25 gift certificate for brunch, lunch, or dinner at Seva Restaurant.
Donated by Seva Restaurant.

305. Breakfast of Champions (I)
Give yourself a reason to wake up before 1 pm.
- $20 gift certificate to Northside Grill, which offers one of Ann Arbor's best brunches.
Donated by Northside Grill.

306. Breakfast of Champions (II)
Give yourself another reason to wake up before 1 pm.
- $20 gift certificate to Northside Grill, which offers one of Ann Arbor's best brunches.
Donated by Northside Grill.

307. Breakfast of Champions (III)
Give yourself yet another reason to wake up before 1 pm.
- $20 gift certificate to Northside Grill, which offers one of Ann Arbor's best brunches.
Donated by Northside Grill.

308. Breakfast of Champions (IV)
Give yourself just one more reason to wake up before 1 pm.
- $20 gift certificate to Northside Grill, which offers one of Ann Arbor's best brunches.
Donated by Northside Grill.

309. The Artist
Have a budding Van Gogh in the family? Get the little tyke in therapy now! You can still enjoy a high-quality course in ceramics, drawing, painting and more.
- One studio art course and a family membership (discounts for kids' courses) at the Ann Arbor Art Center.
- $250 value.
Donated by Ann Arbor Art Center.

310. Lazy Sunday
Grab a drink and enjoy some art (or vice versa) — the classy way to day-drink.
- Small group guided tour at the University of Michigan Museum of Art.
- $25 gift certificate to Dominick's.
Donated by UMMA and Dominick's.

311. He's a Pinball Wizard
One of these days, you're going to fall down the stairs on your way to the Blue Lep and find yourself in an arcade paradise. At least you can be prepared.
- $15 gift certificate to Pinball Pete's.
Donated by Pinball Pete's.

312. Raise a Toast to the New Hier to the Throne!
Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge (Kate Middleton to you Americans) and Prince William are expecting their first child (rumored to be a girl) this July. Celebrate with Britain's favorite beverage.
- Gift basket of assorted teas from TeaHaus.
Donated by TeaHaus.
313. **Moonlight on the Water, Starlight in Her Eyes**

Haven't you been wanting to take in that crisp Detroit River air on a balmy spring night?
- Good toward an evening dinner cruise or a moonlight party cruise.
- Cruises happen on weekends from April to December.
- $50 gift certificate for the Detroit Princess Riverboat.
- Visit [detroitprincess.com](http://detroitprincess.com) for details.

Donated by **Detroit Princess Riverboat**.

314. **If Music Be the Food of Love . . .**

Did you think culture in Ann Arbor begins and ends at Rick's?
- Time to broaden your horizon with a little classical music!
- $50 concert voucher for Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra.

Donated by **Ann Arbor Symphony Orchestra**.

315. **Dinner and a Movie? Try Eight Movies!**

Start and end your evening on a high note with delicious food and excellent film, all in the heart of Ann Arbor.
- 8 tickets good for the Michigan Theater or State Theater.
- $25 gift certificate to Red Hawk.

Donated by **Michigan Theater Foundation** and **Red Hawk Bar & Grill**.

316. **Movies à la Carte**

Go for the excellent films and stay for the atmosphere at these historic downtown theaters.
- 8 tickets good for the Michigan Theater or State Theater.
- $80 value.

Donated by **Michigan Theater Foundation**.

317. **A Romantic Night Out at the Theatre**

Impress the girl or guy of your dreams with a date that's romantic, classy, and cultured — just like you.
- 2 tickets to Purple Rose, a nonprofit professional theatre company in beautiful Chelsea, just west of Ann Arbor.
- $74 value.

Donated by **Purple Rose Theatre**.

318. **Quartet for a Duo**

Get your fix of Haydn, Britten, and Beethoven.
- 2 tickets to see the Takacs Quartet at Rackham Auditorium on April 4, 2013, at 8 p.m.

Donated by **University Musical Society**.

319. **Quality Theater for Commitment-phobes**

Skeptical of Ann Arbor theater? You'll be pleasantly surprised, and next year you can fight over the six-ticket Performance package (see item #320).
- 2 “Gift Tix” to the Performance Network Theatre, Ann Arbor’s best theater.
- You choose which plays to see and when (there are seven plays each year, ranging from edgy drama to world premieres to classics – and usually a musical).
- $80 value.

Donated by **Performance Network Theatre**.

320. **The Play's the Thing!**

Shakespeare once said, “All the world's a stage,” but he also said “Kill all the lawyers,” so what does he know?
- 6 “flex tickets” to the Performance Network Theatre, Ann Arbor’s best theater.
- You choose which plays to see and when (there are seven plays each year, ranging from edgy drama to world premieres to classics – and usually a musical).
- $156 value.

Donated by **Prof. Jessica Litman**.

321. **Waiting for Guffman? Wait No Longer.**

With eleven shows every season there's bound to be something up your alley.
- 2 tickets to the Ann Arbor Civic Theatre during the 2012-2013 season.
- Big-name dramas and musicals performed by Ann Arbor’s most talented moonlighters.
- $36 value.

Donated by **Ann Arbor Civic Theater**.

322. **Mongo Mania**

Combine your love of beer, Mongolian BBQ, and hating Michigan State with this great package from BD's. Just be sure to tip your waiter (who probably went to State).
- $40 in Mondo Money to be redeemed at BD’s Mongolian BBQ.
- Includes a stein and a derisive MSU t-shirt.

Donated by **BD's Mongolian BBQ**.

323. **Get Your Chuckle On**

Laugh or heckle, it's your choice.
- 4 silver passes, each good for admission to any regular showing at the Ann Arbor Comedy Showcase.

Donated by **Ann Arbor Comedy Showcase**.
324. **Musical Comedy**  
If you’re lucky, Banks will perform his signature hits, “The Revenge Song” and “Trauma to the Groin.”  
- 2 tickets to see comedian Heywood Banks at The Ark on April 27, 2013.  
- $50 value  
Donated by **The Ark**.

325. **Class It Up**  
Enjoy one of Detroit’s enduring institutions.  
- 2 tickets to any performance of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra.  
Donated by **Detroit Symphony Orchestra**.

326. **Where Everybody Knows Your Name**  
Buy your friends a round at the Law School’s favorite watering hole.  
- $25 gift certificate to Dominick’s.  
Donated by **Dominick’s**.

327. **A Pin Party**  
The 90’s are back, and that means you need to have another bowling birthday party.  
- A bowling party including: use of 2 lanes for 1 hour, shoe rental, 2 large pizzas, and 2 pitchers of pop at Bel-Mark Lanes.  
Donated by **Bel-Mark Lanes**.

328. **Go West . . . of Downtown**  
This Ann Arbor institution serves up classy fare in a sleek space – perfect for your next night out.  
- $50 gift certificate for Weber’s Restaurant and Boutique Hotel.  
Donated by **Weber’s**.

329. **Love In This Club**  
Impress everyone with your private booth at The Necto. Get your drink on, and then head to NYPD to get your pizza on!  
- Exclusive booth and cover at the Necto.  
- $20 NYPD gift certificate.  
Donated by **The Necto and NYPD**.

330. **A Hearty Meal**  
Tired of skimp Main Street portions? You won’t be disappointed here.  
- $25 gift certificate to Max & Erma’s homestyle American food.  
Donated by **Max & Erma’s**.

331. **Pizza in the House**  
Enjoy Ann Arbor’s best pizza, just a short stroll from the Law Quad.  
- $25 gift certificate to Pizza House.  
Donated by **Pizza House**.

332. **Relive Your Fondest OCI Memories . . .**  
Or just be there bright and early for your interview!  
- One overnight stay with breakfast for two at the Holiday Inn North Campus.  
Donated by **Holiday Inn North Campus**.

---

**Out on the Town... Disclaimer:**

Except where otherwise noted, the theater and media items featured in the Auction are subject to availability, advance reservation, and cancellation. Shows close, and sometimes with only extremely short notice. The plans of actors and others in the entertainment industry also sometimes change with minimal notice. In the event that an item becomes unavailable due to changed circumstances, SFF will make best efforts to secure an item of comparable value for the winning bidder. Given the unique opportunities presented by some items, however, SFF may not be able to find an exact substitute in all cases.
401. Randy's Pumped-Dragon, Meat-Titan Pet-Sitting Service

Want to relax while your pet gets swole, brolic, or pumped? Get Randy Abbott Pet-Sitting Inc. for a week and your pet will be in sleeveless beast mode.
- One week of pet-sitting.
- Dates flexible.
Donated by 2L Randy Abbott.

402. Dances with Pets

For the lonely cat lady in all of us. Mark will care for your pets like he would care for your children. Because Fluffy can't be made to eat her liver in sauce in the same room as Kringle and his chicken pâté.
- Pet sitting.
- Duration negotiable.
- Experience with cats, hamsters, and birds.
- Not redeemable during May 2013.
Donated by 2L Mark Garibyan.

403. The Dog Whisperer

Isn’t dog poop the worst? Luckily for you Kate Abbott will go ahead and take care of that for you so you can sift through the crap in your casebook.
- Dog sitting, walking, or frisbee-ing.
- Duration negotiable.
Donated by 2L Kate Abbott.

404. DJ’s D’awesome Swim Lessons

In your twenties and can’t swim? Stop being the laughing stock of summer and get private lessons with the caring, encouraging, sexy DJ Hill.
- Four 35-minute swim lessons with Coach DJ Hill.
- 7 years’ experience.
- Beginners to advanced, ages 3 and up.
Donated by 2L DJ Hill.

405. Be Honest, You Really Need This

Feeling self-conscious now that your pets are back from getting swole with Randy? Well, pump some iron, hit the elliptical or do some crunches with Jillian Michaels’ personal trainer, Judy Conway.
- A personal fitness consultation and either four 1-hour personal training sessions (up to three people) OR a complete fitness plan for you to do on your own with 5 customized workouts.
- Judy is an AFAA-certified personal trainer with 6+ years’ experience.
- Redeemable during school year only.
Donated by 2L Judy Conway.

406. Sexy-Dance Your Way to a Sexy Bod

Too many nights snuggled up with Jimmy John’s and Westlaw? Get your heart rate up and your hips a-shakin and remember what it feels like to be alive.
- One hour private Zumba lesson from Karley Abramson for you and your friends.
- Karley has 6 years of Zumba instruction experience.
- Must be redeemed by May 2014.
- Date, time, and location to be worked out between Karley and the successful bidder.
Donated by 2L Karley Abramson.

407. And I Ran, I Ran So Far Away . . .

Know what you should do? Run really, really far. And have two former collegiate runners tell you how to do it better. You’ll get really fit and have something to brag about to potential mates.
- Will help you design a training plan that addresses your specific needs and goals, and will also answer any questions you have and help keep you motivated.
- All running ability levels welcome.
- Must be used during the 2013-2014 school year.
Donated by 2Ls Alex Harris and Cooper Knowlton.

408. Forehand! Backhand! Slice! Smash!

Master your tennis game under the tutelage of the Ms. Miyagi of tennis.
Donated by 1L Brittany Berckes.

409. Improve Your Drive

Because your years of miniature golf experience won’t do much to impress the partners at Dewey, Cheatum, and Howe.
- One golf lesson from high school champion and college Division I golfer, Johnny Pinjuv.
- Can be redeemed during the school year, any time before June 2014.
Donated by 2L Johnny Pinjuv.

410. B.F.’s Uke Services

Ever need amusement at a lame party? Sweet tunes for that cry session after getting your grades? Betsy Fisher provides the top in ukulele performance for any occasion.
- 30 minutes of Betsy Fisher playing a ukulele for your needs.
Donated by 2L Betsy Fisher.
411. He Just Needs a Muse
A love ballad for your fiancé? A birthday song for your mom? Or maybe a shanty about a gender-ambiguous dinosaur named Casey. You decide!
- Former traveling musician and veteran songwriter John Whitaker will write a song about whatever you want.
  Donated by 3L John Whitaker.

412. Music Makes Everything Better
Want to jump up and down while screaming the lyrics to “Say It Ain’t So” with nostalgic, reckless abandon? Get the Law School’s most sought-after band to provide the best in covers for your next event.
- Performance by TJ Hooper and the Learned Hands.
- Must be at an event scheduled during the 2013-2014 school year, sometime after October, in the general Ann Arbor area.
  Donated by TJ Hooper and the Learned Hands.

413. Dr. Casner’s Knitting Circle
Knitting is just like being an emergency room doctor (easy), so learn from the best. Mike Casner will kindly teach you how to knit and can provide any necessary medical services if and when you stab yourself.
- Private knitting lessons from Mike Casner.
- He will teach you how to cast on, how to knit, and how to purl.
- If time permits, he can also teach cables, knitting in the round, increases and decreases.
  Donated by 2L Mike Casner.

414. Custom Ugly Sweater
Tired of buying smelly used sweaters for those awesome holiday parties? Get a fresh ugly sweater from Jenna Trebs and be the most unique, best-smelling ugly sweater wearer next year.
- 2 matching Christmas sweaters with you and your significant other’s faces on them.
- You get to choose: (1) sizes, (2) sweater color, (3) faces that will be on the front of the sweater.
- Redeemable between August and December 2013.
- Allow at least two weeks between sending photos and completion.
  Donated by 2L Jenna Trebs.

415. Badass Babysitting by Sara Winik
Don’t worry, no one loves their children all the time. Let Sara Winik babysit for an evening while you enjoy being an adult before returning to that 18-year commitment.
- 1 night of babysitting by Sara Winik.
- Not in the two weeks before exams.
  Donated by 2L Sara Winik.

416. We All Saw the Home Alone Movies
Because we know how Macauley Culkin turned out after he was left at home alone.
- One night of babysitting by Katherine Carlton.
- Not during reading week or finals.
  Donated by 2L Katherine Carlton.

417. Child Surveillance (a/k/a Babysitting)
Because you need someone to keep tabs on your children while you're out having a nice night on the town. Greer will watch over your kids like a (super-friendly) hawk.
- One night of babysitting by Greer Donley to be redeemed Thursday-Sunday nights before April 15, 2013.
  Donated by 2L Greer Donley.

418. Revenge of the Babysitter
Bid on those Purple Rose Theatre tickets and now you don’t know what to do with the kids? Turn to Chelsea Mutual! Helping parents have a night out is her business.
- 1 night (or weekend day) of babysitting.
- Not during finals.
  Donated by 2L Chelsea Mutual.

419. Oh, the Places You’ll Go!
Hate walking through five feet of cold snow on your way to Rick’s? Don’t get your toes all frozen or slip and fall on black ice! Instead, squeeze into Emily Iversen’s Toyota 4Runner and enjoy the heat and jams as you arrive at the bar in style.
- 1 night of designated driving (or one roundtrip to the airport).
- Availability during finals may be limited.
  Donated by 2L Emily Iversen.

420. GTFO to DTW
Because one less “WTF rideshare” LawOpen email is a good thing.
- One-way ride to or from the airport.
- Up to 5 passengers.
- Must give 48 hours’ notice.
- Must be redeemed when school is in session.
  Donated by 2L Annie Shaughnessy.

421. DTW to AA
When returning from a vacation that’s anywhere-but-here, you want something to look forward to upon returning to Michigan. Kat’s incandescent countenance and peppy patter will soothe your travel-weary soul as she escorts you safely home.
- One-way ride to or from the airport.
- Must give 48 hours’ notice.
- Must be redeemed when school is in session.
  Donated by 1L Kat Schoff.
422. Defying Gravity (At Least, the Airplane Does)
The Wicked Witch of the West had a broom to fly. You need a plane. Let Samantha Marshall get you to or from yours.
- One-way ride to or from the airport.
- Must give 48 hours’ notice.
- Must be redeemed when school is in session and before May 2013.
Donated by 3L Samantha Marshall.

423. Ticket to Ride ... to the Airport
DTW ... where dreams come true. Think about it – you can go anywhere. Just find your own ride back.
- One-way ride to or from the airport.
- Must give 48 hours’ notice.
- Must be redeemed when school is in session.
Donated by 2L Ryan Watkins.

424. Car Purchase Consulting
This could be the easiest thing you’ve done to save yourself $1000+ somewhere down the line.
- 90-minute car purchase consultation with Andrew Weisberg.
- A car fanatic and former car salesman, Andrew will help you figure out the right car for you, the right price to pay, and the best negotiation strategy.
Donated by 1L Andrew Weisberg.

425. Let’s Get Hammered – er, Educated
“Guinness is a good IPA.” Ever say this and quickly realize you sound like a tool? Well, get some homebrew and homebrew-making lessons from Peter Borock and Collin Ray and drop some real knowledge about beer.
- Homebrew-making session and homebrewed beer.
- Redeemable during school year only.
Donated by 2Ls Peter Borock and Collin Ray.

426. Only Squares Go To Starbucks
Why pay a premium when you can DIY?
- Seth Bowers will teach you the proper pour-over technique for a cup of joe that rivals Comet Coffee.
Donated by 2L Seth Bowers.

427. Need Coffee Stat!
When your legs finally atrophy from studying for 11 straight hours, Josephine will be there with the cup of coffee, Advil, or makeshift turniquet that you so desperately need!
- Can be redeemed at any time.
- Specific requests are encouraged (coffee of choice, allergies, etc.).
Donated by 2L Josephine Tung.

428. Finals Survival Kit
When you need it the most, this finals care package will be there for you. And it won’t even ask you if you spotted the statute of frauds issue on Contracts! (Did you?)
- Care package for finals.
Donated by 2L Sarah Pratter.

429. A Better-Tasting 4x4
How many times are you going to heat up ramen noodles? And no, ramen followed by Cheerios does not count as two courses.
- Ji Won and Carlyn will cook a delicious four-course meal for up to 4 people.
- Must be redeemed before May 2014.
Donated by 2Ls Ji Won Kim and Carlyn Williams.

430. A Beautiful Veggie-Table
Full-service meal where you can be guaranteed that the food was always “free range” and treated humanely. What could be better?
- Three-course vegetarian meal at buyer’s house.
- Must be redeemed by May 2014.
- Not redeemable during finals.
- Coordinate date in advance please!
Donated by 2Ls Erin Wilk and Katherine Meister.

431. Chez Wolverine
Let (not-)Michelin-starred chefs and James Beard Award (non-)winners Rachel Braver, James Fields, and Andrew Tonnelli prepare you a delicious meal.
- Hosted at their place or yours.
- You can have a menu planned for you or request your favorites.
- Delicious home-cooked meal for 6 to 8 people.
- Not redeemable during finals or summer term.
Donated by 2Ls Rachel Braver, James Fields, and Andrew Tonnelli.

432. Not Your Normal Taco Night (i.e., Chipotle)
Yes, Chipotle is delicious. But does Chipotle have sangria? No.
- Let Blake Harrison make you a taco dinner for 4.
- Includes homemade guacamole and sangria.
- Cannot be redeemed during finals.
Donated by 1L Blake Harrison.
433. Welcome to Mary Manor
A swanky, campy soiree? With puppy dogs? Yes, please.
- A cocktail party hosted by canine duo Mister Oliver and Little Dorrit at Mary Manor.
- Bring your dancing shoes.
Donated by 2Ls Austin Arnett, Tonia Berry, Ari Fink, Sarah Futernick, Rachel Goldberg, Liz Phillips, and Stephanie Schiffman.

434. Wisconsin Care Package
Ask her for some fun Wisconsin facts. You won’t be disappointed.
- Kate Gilbert will deliver to your door freshly fried cheese curds, a six-pack of Wisconsin beer, and five sentences spoken in a genuine Wisconsin accent (that she otherwise hides for professional purposes).
- Must be redeemed by May 2013.
- Need at least 2 days’ notice.
Donated by 3L Kate Gilbert.

435. Wanna Wiki?
What do you mean Wikipedia isn’t a citable source?! Does it kill you that Wikipedia doesn’t have an entry on Hutchins Hall, your favorite professor—or Rick’s American Cafe?
- Make Wikipedia and Michigan Law history by hiring MLaw Wikipedian-extraordinaire Ben Cavatano to write an article of your choice.
- Must give 1 week’s notice & topic choice.
Donated by 2L Ben Cavatano.

436. The Name’s Wolverine, Mr. Wolverine.
Did all that eye candy at the Mr. Wolverine festivities feel like just a tease? Ease your aching heart and have a date with all this year’s hunky contestants.
- Go on a date with Mr. Wolverine himself, Adam Miller-Howard, and 4 other runners-up of your choice.
- Mr. Wolverine and crew will start your evening off with cocktails, followed by a night out on the town.
- For up to 5 students.
- Must be redeemed before April 21, 2013 (Thurs.-Sat. preferred).
Donated by 3L Adam Miller-Howard.

437. Your very own Pendaflex Fairy
Miss the tooth fairy? Recreate childhood with gifts everyday in your Penda by the ever-wonderful Liz Och. She’s great at surprises and more than happy to spoil you during finals week.
- Week-long gifts in your Pendaflex which are customizable within reason (baked goods almost guaranteed).
- Week must be agreed upon a week in advance.
- Must be redeemed any time before summer.
Donated by 3L Liz Och.
501. You'll Work Off the Pounds in 2014
How often have you been in the library/class/the shower and desperately wanted baked goods but didn't have the time/skills/sobriety to bake? If this is your life story, then let Mary Harmon be your savior.
- Baked goods from Mary Harmon.
- She's a 3L, so don't wait to redeem your winnings (although, if you bid on this, delayed gratification clearly isn't your thing).
Donated by 3L Mary Harmon.

502. Two Spectacular Homemade Pies
Two pies are better than one.
- Dorothy J. Heebner brings you two homemade pies of your choosing.
- Savory? Sweet? You choose the pies and DJ bakes them fresh just for you.
Donated by 1L Dorothy J. Heebner.

503. Life-Changing Homemade Cinnamon Rolls
Because man can't survive on K&E Cafe coffee and breakfast sandwiches alone.
- Pearl Pickett bakes you her finest home-made cinnamon rolls.
- Delivered warm to your Ann Arbor home.
- Must be redeemed by July 20, 2013.
Donated by 3L Pearl Pickett.

504. Three Delicious Homemade Pies
Three pies are better than two.
- Kelsey Breck will graciously and lovingly prepare three homemade pies to your liking. Cherry? Apple? Chicken Pot? Are we backing her into a corner with this description? You find out.
- Must be redeemed by July 2013.
Donated by 3L Kelsey Breck.

505. Next Level Homemade Mint Fudge Brownies
Need to eat your feelings after that terrible cold call? Brownies from a box not cutting it? Top these with a scoop of ice cream and forget everything else – until the pan is empty, at least!
- Sarah Licht will slave over a hot stove to bring you homemade mint fudge brownies...and include the incredibly easy recipe for you to recreate!
- Must be redeemed by May 1, 2013, in Ann Arbor OR between June 1 – July 1, 2013, in the greater Boston area.
Donated by 3L Sarah Licht.

506. Gluten-Free Baked Goods (Potentially Vegan)
Have you ever eaten a gluten-free or vegan baked good? Seriously. They're delicious. Or, stay behind your conformist blindfold of dairy and wheat consumption. The choice is yours, sheep.
- Gluten-free or vegan baked goods of any variety.
- Must be redeemed by May 1, 2013, in Ann Arbor OR between June 1 – July 1, 2013, in the Los Angeles area.
Donated by 3L Huilin Wang.

507. Challah at Me
Get your braid on and enjoy some fresh challah. Make your bubbe proud.
- Two loaves of homemade challah bread.
Donated by 1L Samantha Kirby.

508. Peach Cobbler + Caramel = Delicious
Caramel, meet peach cobbler. I think this is the beginning of a delicious friendship.
- Homemade caramel peach cobbler.
- Option of selecting a different baked good.
Donated by 2L Brittany Nash.

509. Your Choice of Delicious Baked Goods
You know those times you really want dessert, but you're too lazy/busy/inebriated to get to the store? Kate's got you covered.
- Kate Abbott will make your favorite kind of baked good (within reason, so don't be a diva).
- Can't decide? Try her delicious lemon bars.
Donated by 2L Kate Abbott.

510. Sourdough Starter to Last You Forever
Don't you hate it when you're about to make a sandwich and you only have one slice of bread left? With your own sourdough starter, that will never happen again! Delicious sourdough sandwiches forever!
- Kate Abbott will cultivate a jar of sourdough starter and include instructions on how make your own sourdough bread for years to come!
- Kate's own starter is over 20 years old – almost old enough to be a 1L!
Donated by 2L Kate Abbott.

511. Cookies à la Litman
Her recipe is so good it should be trademarked.
- Two dozen cookies, baked by Prof. Jessica Litman.
Donated by Prof. Litman.
**512. Awesomely Crafty Baked Deliciousness**  
Did she really just combine alcohol and baked goods? Yeah, you need this.  
- Delightfully creative baked goods from Lauren Reid!  
- Items in her baking repertoire include: Irish car bomb cupcakes (THREE kinds of alcohol included), browned butter blueberry muffins, salted caramel brownies, and more.  
- Or give her an idea and, like Tim Gunn, she’ll make it work!  
Donated by 2L Lauren Reid.

**513. Vegan Baked Goods**  
For the animal/sugar-lover in your life.  
- Let Jessica Wall whip up a batch of vegan baked goods for your pleasure.  
- Options include ginger cookies, peanut butter cookies, and brownies.  
Donated by 2L Jessica Wall.
601. Another Reason to Wear Yoga Pants
Even more stressed out than usual? Relax with unlimited yoga. (Yes, you can manage to squeeze it in.)
- One month unlimited yoga (for new students only).
Donated by Center for Yoga and Main Street T-shirts and Gifts.

602. Even-More-Unlimited Yoga
Downward dog has never looked this good! Get yourself into a better state of mind with a whole month of unlimited yoga.
- 30-day unlimited yoga pass at A2 Yoga.
Donated by A2 Yoga and Main Street T-shirts and Gifts.

603. How to Become a Human Again After Law School
Finals making you crazy? Forget all about the rule against perpetuities — though let’s be honest, you’ve already done that — with a Stress Relieving Treatment from Aveda!
- Aveda Institute Stress Relieving Treatment.
- One haircut from Orbit Hair Design.
Donated by Aveda Institute and Orbit Hair Design.

604. Relax and Indulge
What’s more relaxing than a massage? A massage followed by cake! Treat yourself to both with this Relax Station gift certificate and a cake made by Rubina.
- One $20 gift certificate to Relax Station.
- One $25 gift certificate to Cakes by Rubina.
Donated by Relax Station and Cakes by Rubina.

605. Indulgence à la Carte
You’re already relaxed, you just need cake, NOW! Don’t worry, Rubina is here for you.
- One $25 gift certificate to Cakes by Rubina.
Donated by Cakes by Rubina.

606. Getting Ahead With a Manicure
Need a manicure before you start your new job this summer? Impress your new boss and head to Bellanina.
- $50 gift certificate to the Bellanina Day Spa, good towards any service
Donated by Bellanina Day Spa.

607. The Antidote to Finals … and Backpacks
You carry your stress in your shoulders because you carry your casebooks on your back. Science says a massage is the only cure. Trust science.
- One 60-minute massage.
Donated by Balance Massage Therapy.

608. Live Like a Local
You can finally fit in in Ann Arbor! Grab some UMich swag and enjoy a meal at the legendary Blimpy Burger.
- $20 gift certificate to Blimpy Burger.
- Collection of Michigan apparel (including a #16 Denard Robinson football jersey, a blue long-sleeved tech shirt, and maize hoodie) from MDen (value $160).
Donated by Blimpy Burger and MDen.

609. Soak Away Those Winter Chills (I)
Feel the stress melt away and get sucked into the abyss of their state-of-the-art water purification system. Stress? What stress?
- Enjoy a one-hour hot tub soak at Oasis Hot Tub Gardens, Ann Arbor.
- For 2 people.
Donated by Oasis Hot Tubs.

610. Soak Away Those Winter Chills (II)
Feel the stress melt away and get sucked into the abyss of their state-of-the-art water purification system. Stress? What stress?
- Enjoy a one-hour hot tub soak at Oasis Hot Tub Gardens, Ann Arbor.
- For 2 people.
Donated by Oasis Hot Tubs.

611. Have You Been Called to the Barre?
You hope one day to pass the bar. In the meantime, you spend your nights in a bar. But can you handle the Barre?
- One 10-pack to Pure Barre fitness ($180 value).
- One month unlimited yoga (for new students only).
- Ann Arbor Jazzercise 1-month gift certificate ($100 value).
- One haircut from Orbit Hair Design.
Donated by Pure Barre, Center for Yoga, Ann Arbor Jazzercise, and Orbit Hair Design.

612. Ultimate Exercise Package
Sweat your way to fitness then top it off with a new ‘do.
- One 5-pack to Pure Barre fitness ($90 value).
- One month unlimited yoga (for new students only).
- Ann Arbor Jazzercise 1-month gift certificate ($100 value).
- One haircut from Orbit Hair Design.
Donated by Pure Barre, Center for Yoga, and Orbit Hair Design.

613. Exercise Like It’s Still the ’90’s
Have an awesome month of workouts with your friend. The only difference between you two? You won’t have to wash all your stinky gym clothes.
- Ann Arbor Jazzercise 1-month gift certificate ($100 value).
- Busybody’s Student Laundry gift certificate good for 15 lbs. of laundry.
Donated by Ann Arbor Jazzercise and Busybody’s Student Laundry.
701. BarBri to the Rescue! (I)
Are you in need of a superhero? Let BarBri’s study aids and bar review course soothe your soul and make you feel well-prepared to conquer that exam.
- $1500 gift certificate from BarBri.
Donated by BarBri.

702. BarBri to the Rescue! (II)
Are you in need of a superhero? Let BarBri’s study aids and bar review course soothe your soul and make you feel well-prepared to conquer that exam.
- $1500 gift certificate from BarBri.
Donated by BarBri.

703. BarBri to the Rescue! (III)
Are you in need of a superhero? Let BarBri’s study aids and bar review course soothe your soul and make you feel well-prepared to conquer that exam.
- $1500 gift certificate from BarBri.
Donated by BarBri.

704. BarBri to the Rescue! (IV)
Are you in need of a superhero? Let BarBri’s study aids and bar review course soothe your soul and make you feel well-prepared to conquer that exam.
- $1500 gift certificate from BarBri.
Donated by BarBri.

705. Law School: The Condensed Version
Forgot everything you learned in 1L? Need to make up for having too much fun your 2L and 3L years? Themis offers the chance to relearn (or learn for the first time!) all the things you need to become a real lawyer.
- Bar Review course from Themis.
Donated by Themis.

706. Lexis Pulls an Oprah
Yearning for that sleek new ipod touch or shiny stainless steel espresso machine? These 5,000 LexisNexis points will put you well on your way!
- 5,000 Lexis points.
Donated by LexisNexis.

707. Because the New Dean of the Law School Isn’t the Only Important “West” In Your Life
Stock up on your Westlaw needs.
- $25 gift certificate and Westlaw swag.
Donated by Westlaw.

708. Michigan Leisure Review
Get your life back! (For a week, anyway.)
- One week off Law Review cite-checking.
Donated by the Michigan Law Review.

709. Michigan Journal of Idle Luxury
Get your life back! (For a week, anyway.)
- One week off Journal of International Law cite-checking.
Donated by the Michigan Journal of International Law.

710. Michigan Journal of Lavish Resorts
Get your life back! (For a week, anyway.)
- One week off Journal of Law Reform cite-checking.
Donated by the University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform.

711. Michigan Journal of Relaxation & Law
Get your life back! (For a week, anyway.)
- One week off Journal of Race & Law cite-checking.
Donated by the Michigan Journal of Race & Law.

712. Michigan Tailgating and Tacos Law Review
Get your life back! (For a week, anyway.)
- One week off Telecommunications and Technology Law Review cite-checking.
Donated by the Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review.

713. Michigan Journal of Pretty Easy & Very Chill Law
Get your life back! (For a week, anyway.)
- One week off Journal of Private Equity & Venture Capital Law cite-checking.
Donated by the Michigan Journal of Private Equity & Venture Capital Law.

714. Michigan Journal of Every Awesome Lawstudent
Get your life back! (For a week, anyway.)
- One week off Journal of Environmental and Administrative Law cite-checking.
Donated by the Michigan Journal of Environmental and Administrative Law.
801. Great Seats for the Miguel Cabrera Show
Everybody needs an excuse to wait two hours for a table at Slow’s, so why not get a Tigers game out of the deal. Wait, ANY game? Seriously? Damn, maybe I should apply for a job at Miller Canfield.
- 4 infield box tickets to ANY 2013 Detroit Tigers game.
  Donated by Miller Canfield.

802. Four Washington Nationals Tickets
See one of baseball’s most exciting teams play in what could be possibly be a championship season. Championship not guaranteed.
- 4 tickets to any Washington Nationals game between May 1 and August 31.
  Donated by alum Robert Schiff (MLaw ’85).

803. Tickets to See Chicago’s Third-Best Baseball Team
Watch the Cubs chase the first pick in next year’s MLB draft from beyond the ivy. Old Style not included.
- 2 bleachers tickets to a Cubs game.
  Donated by Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione.

804. Tickets to See the Second-Best Baseball Team in the World
Sure they lost to the Giants in the World Series, but the Tigers did better than every other team in MLB last year! Come see last year’s silver medalists play live at beautiful Comerica Park.
- 2 tickets to see the Tigers in one of three games: (Thursday, April 11 at 1:05 against the Toronto Blue Jays; Thursday, April 25 at 1:05 against the Kansas City Royals; or Wednesday, May 1 at 1:05 against the Minnesota Twins).
  Donated by alum Alice Naski (MLaw ’87).

805. Tigers Deluxe
You’ll be just like Queen Elizabeth II in the Naked Gun – keep an eye out for Enrico Palazzo.
- 3 infield box seats to a Tigers game.
- Winner may choose one of the following games: Thursday, April 25 at 1:05 against the Kansas City Royals; Wednesday, May 1 at 1:05 against the Minnesota Twins; Thursday, August 15 at 7:05 against the Kansas City Royals; or Thursday, September 19 at 1:05 against the Seattle Mariners.
  Donated by Profs. Margaret and Steven Cernak.

806. See a Game in America’s Best (and Oldest) Ballpark
Fenway is 101 years old. Only 86 of which were under the Curse of the Bambino.
- $100 value.
  Donated by alum Abhijit “Beej” Das (MLaw ’00).

807. This Is the Year They Go All the Way!
Own a piece of Detroit Tigers history.
- Regulation Major League Baseball signed by Detroit Tigers Pitcher Phil Coke.
  Donated by Detroit Tigers Foundation.

808. Detroit B-ball #1
Come cheer one of Detroit’s best non-feline sports teams.
- Two tickets for Pistons v. Knicks (April 9, 2013, at 7:30pm).
- Club Seating Section 107 Row 16.
- Parking pass included.
- $548 value.
  Donated by Cleary Gottlieb Steen and Hamilton LLP.

809. Detroit B-Ball #2
What could be better than taking 3 of your closest friends to watch the Pistons stomp Philadelphia.
- Four tickets for Pistons v. 76ers (April 15, 2013, 15 7:30pm).
- Section 115 Row H.
- Parking Pass included.
- $450 value.
  Donated by Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn LLP.

810. Golf ’til You Drop, with a Friend
You’ve been meaning to work on your golf game! Get the kinks out on the driving range, hit the course for 18 holes, and then spend the rest of the day talking about how you just* missed that bogey putt.
- Two range cards at Miles of Golf.
- Two rounds of 18 holes at Lake Forest Golf Club.
  Donated by Miles of Golf and Lake Forest Golf Club.
901. Sailing Tour
Get away from the office and enjoy a relaxing tour of beautiful Long Island Sound with a few close, or soon-to-be-close, friends.
• Afternoon of sailing on Long Island Sound in a J/80 sailboat.
• Lunch, beverages, and transportation to and from the Larchmont Metro North station provided.
• No sailing experience necessary.
• Ideal for 2 to 5 summer associates in NYC.
Donated by alum James Marsh (MLaw '90).

902. Born to Run
You *could* be the next Usain Bolt. (But even if you aren’t, Green Lake is beautiful.)
• Run around Seattle’s Green Lake with alum Steve Brown.
• For 1 student.
• Includes post-run beers to “rehydrate.”
Donated by alum Steve Brown (MLaw ’81).

903. Dinner and Career Advice in NYC!!! (Or Albany)
Need advice from someone who both survived law school and managed to escape Michigan? Look no further than Prof. Melissa Breger at Albany Law School, who would be happy to wine and dine you while discussing the finer points of family law, public interest law, or academia.
• Dinner with Albany Law Prof. Melissa Breger in NYC or Albany, NY.
• For up to 2 students.
Donated by alum Melissa Breger (MLaw ’94).

904. Update Your Status From Facebook HQ
You already spend more time on Facebook than you do studying. Quit stalking and start bidding – now is your chance to see where the magic is made.
• Tour and lunch at Facebook headquarters in Menlo Park, CA with alum Nikki Sokol.
• For up to 2 people.
• Must be redeemed during 2013
Donated by alum Nikki Sokol (MLaw ’98).

905. Drunk & Classy in California
This is not for the fairweather Franzia lover. For those of you serious about your wine, enjoy a day in real wine country.
• Tour and tasting at Keller Estate Winery in Sonoma County
• For up to 8 people.
Donated by 2L Cynthia Cho.

906. Weekend Getaway in the Berkshires
You’re not going to be working all year-round, are you? Take a break and spend a relaxing long weekend with some friends!
• A long weekend at a 4 bed/2 bath getaway in the Berkshires (MA).
• Close to several ski resorts.
• Available in the summer (except July and August), fall, or winter.
Donated by 2L Jillian Rothman.
*This item is subject to a reserve price.

907. Omar Don’t Do Like That
Now’s your chance to see the Towers where D’Angelo Barksdale ran his crew, and so much more.
• Brian Levy will take you on a tour of the major sites of HBO’s The Wire in Baltimore, MD.
• Tour will be followed by a traditional Maryland crab feast.
• Must be redeemed summer 2013.
Donated by 2L Brian Levy.

908. Cottage Retreat
The perfect Michigan retreat.
• Three nights at a lakefront cottage on Grand Traverse Bay, 30 minutes from Traverse City.
• For up to 5 people.
• Available post-finals and during fall break 2013. Owner may be able to accommodate other dates, as well.
Donated by 2L Mary Watkins.
*This item is subject to a reserve price.

909. Chili and the Obamas
Eat at this world-famous spot with Greer Donley! Even if you miss the Obamas, the chili is amazing.
• Dinner at Ben’s Chili Bowl in Washington, D.C.
• Must be redeemed in June/July 2013.
Donated by 2L Greer Donley.

END OF SILENT AUCTION

No animals were harmed during the production of this program. This program may contain artificial coloring and flavoring, but does not contain nuts or phenylalanine. Reading this disclaimer constitutes acceptance of all terms and conditions. Removing this disclaimer is punishable under federal law. Consult a physician if the spirit of giving lasts for more than four hours.
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